Accelerated release of next generation server
management components, for a global leader
in servers and storage management.
Eﬃcient management, performance and availability of the IT infrastructure
are critical for enterprises to meet the needs of diverse stakeholders.
The most common demands from IT include provisioning, deployment and
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The customer wanted to develop and manage their next generation
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server component. They had to accelerate their professional services’
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response time in dealing with tracking, performance diagnostics and
failure through building associated tooling support. The multitude of
platforms, technologies and vendors posed integration, porting and
diagnostics challenges.

Our solution
Mindtree designed and sustained a number of speciﬁc components in
server management, monitoring, deployment, diagnostics and failover
validation. These tools empowered the customer’s professional services
to accelerate diagnostics and recovery time. We built and sustained an
embedded conﬁguration component that enabled systems and storage
management tasks.
We designed and developed a solution to monitor servers, clients, printers,
and storage devices.

Our approach
Mindtree helped the customer to build, test and deploy tools and
components by leveraging its expertise in storage, ﬁrmware technologies,
systems programming and middleware platforms. This improved the
performance and availability of the customer’s server product. Our
conﬁguration, validation and rigorous testing enabled timely delivery and
improved post-deployment support for end-customers.
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